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ABUNDANT STORAGE
With three kids growing up in this living space, clutter
is inevitable. To maintain a clean and neat visage, the
designers mounted a uniformed flow of closed storage
cabinets for the TV entertainment unit. A functional
divider separates the living area from the dining area,
and doubles up as additional worktop and storage space.

FRESH RENEWAL
From the flooring to the walls, the living and dining areas
have been completely gutted to make way for a refreshed
look. The design team then proposed whitewashed walls
and glossy homogeneous floor tiles to provide a clean and
modern backdrop for the lavish application of customdesigned joinery in dark woodgrain textures.

WORK WITH THE VIEW
An invigorating garden view in the balcony became the
inspiration for designing a modern resort theme in this
apartment. “We saw the view and used it as a starting
point to guide the rest of the design along,” says the Project
Creative designers. A streamlined array of customdesigned fixtures in a dark woodgrain finish help to
round off the modern resort setting, while also offering a
generous capacity for storage.

“The view of the lush greenery outside
the home helped to dictate the direction of the
interior design in this home.”

A modern getaway
in a 4-bedroom condo
Project Type
4-bedroom condominium

Floor Area

The modern resort theme is a fitting style for this family of five and their resale condominium.
Seeing how their unit on the ground level is privy to a lush garden view, the Project Creative
designers capitalised on the vista with gorgeous wood textures that draw out a holiday resort
feel. This also fulfilled the homeowners’ request for more storage with the woodgrain accents
applied as laminate finishes for the custom-built cabinetry.

1,400 sqft
TEXT DISA TAN
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SLEEK SHOWCASE
The entrance to the kitchen is flanked by a full-height
storage and display fixture. For a family of five, this is
a handy way to conceal clutter and keep the mess to a
minimum. A showcase niche in the centre of the structure
features a dark glass backing, and helps to amplify the
volume of space in this tight corridor. The designers also
downscaled the kitchen since the owners don’t require
such a big space.

EFFICIENT KITCHEN
In the wet kitchen, the designer wanted the space to
remain functional and efficient. All-white cabinetry and
a black countertop pair well in this quaint, streamlined
space. Since the family doesn’t often cook at home, all
they required is a space-efficient area to easily whip up
quick meals.

“The homeowners were very specific
about one thing: they wanted lots of
storage. That’s why we installed
mostly closed storage compartments
to keep the overall look
clean-lined and uncluttered.”

GARDEN SUITE
The master bedroom enjoys a tranquil garden view and once again, the designers
wanted to highlight the scenery. A cosy palette of woody tones fills the space in a bid to
recreate a restful hotel-style boudoir. A walk-in wardrobe and glass-enclosed bathroom
complete the look of indulgence in this luxury suite.
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